He’ll Have

Another

With five Senate terms under his belt, shrewd
campaigner Mitch McConnell makes his case for a sixth.
It’s 9:35 in the morning on Aug. 7,
and I am late. Tere isn’t a soul in the
ofce at Whayne Supply. Desks empty,
papers abandoned in mid-scrawl, phones
silent. It’s as though the Rapture has
sucked heavenward all the good people
of Corbin, Kentucky, which is south of Lexington about
40 miles from the Tennessee border. Nobody mans the
front desk. Tat alone feels like an invitation, so I wander
in. As I advance, I see two men to my left. I expect them to
yell, “Get out of here!” Tey don’t. Tey don’t seem to care.
I push through a door and into a warehouse. And now I
hear voices. Te farther I walk, the louder the voices. Te
farther I walk, the brighter the light. Finally, I reach a large
room at the end of the warehouse.
I am entering the presence of Senator Mitch McConnell.
Maybe 100 people, mostly men, stand around a chunk
of coal the size of a pygmy hippo. It catches the light and
glitters seductively, displaying a dazzle every bit as beguiling as that other carbon product, although this one is not
quite ready for an engagement ring setting.
A young woman yells (young women, I’ll come to learn,
are always yelling), “When I say team, you say Mitch.
Team!”
“Mitch!”
“Team!”
“Mitch!”
“When I say Kentucky, you say coal. Kentucky!”
“Coal!”
“Kentucky!”
“Coal!”
Tat night, when I bed down in an overpriced Holiday
Inn Express in Hazard, the chant will ring through my
dreams. I will have heard it 100 times or more. Maybe
1,000, with occasional variations:
“When I say Mitch, you say coal!”
“Mitch!”
“Coal!”
“Mitch!”
“Coal!”
No chants are unprompted. No enthusiasm is unaided
by the ample voice of some young female campaign worker. I ponder starting my own chants.
“When I say ketchup, you say tomato!”
“Ketchup!”
“Tomato!”
“Ketchup!”
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“Tomato!”
But I don’t. Tere more serious matters at hand.
We are on the warpath this day in August, and 30-year
GOP incumbent Sen. Mitch McConnell, 72, is leading
the assault. Corbin is stop No. 1 in his headlong charge
against the forces waging a War on Coal, stop No. 1 in the
candidate’s opportunity to drop the G’s from his I-N-G’s,
stop No. 1 in the duPont Manual High School graduate’s
front-and-center attack on President Obama, the EPA,
and She Who Is Seldom Named, that “empty dress” — as
he called her earlier in the campaign — Alison Lundergan
Grimes. Grimes is just the latest in a series of bodies that
the Democrats have thrown at the Senate minority leader
at six-year intervals. She should have had a little ceremony
to honor the memory of the fallen, none of whom fared
better than two-term incumbent Walter Dee Huddleston,
McConnell’s frst opponent for U.S. Senate in 1984.
McConnell came in with the Ronald Reagan landslide but
bested Huddleston by just 5,200 votes — a margin of less
than 1 percent.
Next up, in 1990, was former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane. McConnell won by 40,000 votes. Six years later,
current Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear jumped in the ring.
He probably should have kept on jumping; McConnell
won by more than 160,000 votes. Louis Combs Weinberg
— remember her? anybody? — helped McConnell make
history by more than doubling Beshear’s loss. McConnell
won by 330,000 votes, a 30 percent margin. Tat was a
record win for a Kentucky Republican. Wealthy Louisville
businessman Bruce Lunsford did considerably better in
2008, but he still lost by 100,000 votes.
Like Evel Knievel, Grimes must leap these corpses at
a dead sprint, and in heels. And to do so, she also takes
a pro-coal line. You cannot be a statewide candidate
without a pro-coal line, it seems. Hating the EPA also
helps. Practice your mad face. McConnell mocks Grimes’
coal commitment in his Corbin address. It goes like this:
Former President Bill Clinton came to Kentucky to show
support for Grimes. Te EPA building in Washington is
named after Bill Clinton. Terefore, Grimes loves the EPA.
“Do they think we’re not smart enough to fgure this out?”
he asks his Corbin audience. Of course we are! Mitch McConnell, after all, is on a two-day sweep through Eastern
Kentucky. He’s keepin’ it real, takin’ it to the coalfelds,
talkin’ to the true believers, and spreadin’ the message that
when I say Mitch, you say coal.
Just, please, keep your voice down.
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As goes Google, so goes the nation, and Google Maps does
not know jack about Eastern Kentucky, and as the senator
is about to make clear in a dozen speeches, neither does the
nation. If Google Maps were to visit Eastern Kentucky, it
would have an aneurysm looking for a Starbucks and then die. Having
Google Maps as one’s guide through Eastern Kentucky is like having
Sherpa Tenzing Norgay guide you through the Amazon basin.
I am looking for Cumberland Valley Electric, site No. 2 in Mitch’s
War on the War on Coal. I have passed the car dealership with the two
fountains fowing with toilet-bowl blue water. I have passed Dream
World Adult Store with its hand-lettered sign. I have not stopped at Tire
Buddies. Nor have I succumbed to the hillside poetry of several plastic
signs: “Bankruptcy Express, fle for less.” A lot of people in these parts
probably have.
No secret, this is one of the poorest regions in the nation. Of the 14
Eastern Kentucky counties that each produces more than 200,000 tons
of coal per year, all but one is rated “distressed.” To be counted among
the distressed, a county’s economy must be in the bottom 10 percent
in the United States, according to the latest analysis published by the
Appalachian Regional Commission. Magofn County, which unearthed
1.5 million tons of coal in 2013, is the nation’s poorest.

The congressional veteran, a lawyer who earns $193,400
a year in his Senate gig, with an estimated net worth of $23
million, begins a favorite theme: “They don’t respect our way
of life,” he says. “They don’t respect what we do. They look
down at us.”
To put this in perspective, look at the region’s richest county, Pike, also
the one that produces the most coal — almost 11 million tons. It is rated
“at risk,” meaning its economy is better than 10 percent of the nation’s
counties, but worse than 75 percent — not exactly enviable. Pike County’s poverty rate, at 24 percent, is 58 percent higher than the national
average. Its average annual income is 63 percent of the average annual income nationwide. Magofn County, the poorest, has an unemployment
rate and a poverty rate double the national average. At 17.6 percent, its
unemployment rate is the highest in the region and almost double the
national unemployment rate for 2010 to 2012. Bankruptcy is no joke
around here. Tose signs on the hillside are the least of it.
I hurry forward, following the Google Maps voice, hoping to meet
McConnell at the 10:30 rally. I turn right. I turn left. I drive up a hill.
“You have arrived,” the voice says. I always wondered how it would
feel to have arrived. Not so good, it turns out. On my right, an acre
of weeds. On my left, a weather-grayed house, the upstairs slouching
into the collapsing frst story. A shard of glass in a window — the last
remnant — twinkles in the sun. I waste time trying other routes gamely
ofered by the clueless Google Maps. It’s getting later. Two men on their
way into the post ofce fnally set me right. Each has a voice so distinct
it should be bottled and released at boring parties, so that someone interesting always seems just around the corner.
“Just go over the big mountain and it will be on your right,” says the
bourbon-and-tobacco-deepened voice of the tall guy in denim overalls.
“You have to go back that way,” the other guy rasps, sounding a bit
like he’d gargled with barbed wire. “Back to the four-lane.”
And I go. And I fnd it. It’s not two minutes past Booger Hollow
Road.
But now it’s 10:44, and the senator is already hip-deep in Obama
bashing. “I’m hard-pressed to think of anything this administration
hasn’t fouled up, either at home or abroad,” McConnell tells the crowd
gathered beneath a large white tent. Nearby, a giant American fag ripples
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overhead, held between the buckets of two truck-mounted cherry-pickers. “Really, you kind of rack your brain wondering if there is anything
they haven’t messed up.” Yeah, like Google Maps. Damn Obama.
McConnell keeps the sleeves of his teal button-down shirt rolled to
mid-forearm. Because I’m usually distracted by the I’ve-got-a-secret-andit’s-about-you expression he deploys for photographs, this may be the
frst time I’ve truly looked at him. His gray hair is actually wavy. It falls
into orderly ridges at the back of his head as if it’s been contour plowed.
It curls behind his ears. He has blue eyes and apple cheeks. He’s a man
of small gestures; sometimes his hands barely leave the podium. Only
occasionally does he raise a hand above mid-chest, and that’s usually to
point skyward, punctuating a crowd-pleasing passage. His former schoolmate, local sportswriter Billy Reed, told me McConnell started carrying
a briefcase in eighth grade. I can see it.
Te congressional veteran, a lawyer who earns $193,400 a year in his
Senate gig, with an estimated net worth of $23 million, according to the
Center for Responsive Politics, begins a favorite theme:
“Tey don’t respect our way of life,” he says. “Tey don’t respect what
we do. Tey look down at us.”
Us millionaires? Is this his Koch brothers speech, receiving an early
airing? Didn’t anybody double-check the script? Oh, I get it. By we, he
means people out there listening to him.
“Who do they think we are?” he asks. “Tese people are against
everything we stand for. Tey’re against our way of life, and we’re going
to stop ’em.”
Tey look down on us. Tey ignore us. Tey neglect us. And when
they don’t neglect us, they are out to get us. Tey are Google Maps. Tey
can’t even bother to learn their way around here. But it’s worse than that.
Tey can’t fnd their way around the entire globe. Te theme resonates
with McConnell’s supporters. Tey’re frightened. Te economy here is
scary. Families are losing everything. If McConnell has an answer, they
want it.
A light breeze plays with Herb Wells’ straight white hair as he talks.
Like everyone at the rally, the retired miner has a “Team Mitch” sticker
on his yellow shirt. He’s a believer. If McConnell loses, he says, this
region is in trouble. “Te economy goes down — worse than now. It’s
bad here and getting worse. Tax revenue’s dropping. We’re losing a way
of life,” Wells says.
A few yards away, Ted Hampton stands straight enough to salute. In
his white short-sleeve shirt and red striped tie, he is dapper in a way men
no longer are. His is one of the few ties visible across the dozen counties
traversed during Mitch’s two-day barnstorm. His father was a farmer,
but Hampton followed his uncles into teaching. Ten somebody told
him about a job at Cumberland Electric. He thought he’d give it a try.
He went on to run the place, which he’s done for the last 50 years. He is
“deeply committed” to Mitch McConnell. “One hundred and forty-four
percent,” he says.
“I’ve always been for Senator McConnell,” Hampton adds. “If we lose
our coal industry, just look at the jobs lost in Eastern Kentucky, and in
related industry as well — mine support and so on and so forth. Senator
McConnell has agreed to support the coal industry in Eastern Kentucky.
And that’s what we want.”
A giant three-toed sloth hangs from the power lines along
U.S. 25 East. It’s actually kudzu, the fast-growing Asian vine
chewing up the landscape in Eastern Kentucky and much
of the southeast United States. It covers everything that
doesn’t move. Leave a house empty for long enough, and it disappears
in the kudzu. Entire forests are swallowed whole as kudzu tidies up the
landscape, blanketing unsightly abandoned cars, trash and neglected
signs, cloaking all in a lush and vivid green. And then it kills. Trees die.
Plants die. Native birds and mammals lose all useful habitat. Tere’s a
metaphor there somewhere. Something that appears good but isn’t. I’m
still working on it.

Te Team Mitch van lumbers ahead of me with police cars in front
and behind. Tis time, I cannot get lost. As the motorcade crawls along,
I study the landscape: Some young women sell used household goods
from a blanket on the roadside, not far from a big pawn shop. I mistake
a discount cigarette hut for an ice cream stand when I frst see it in the
distance, and not long after I think I am driving up on a fried chicken
emporium, only to fnd another discount smoke shop, this one with a
giant rooster out front — obviously not the rooster’s frst job. Out back
of the fowl cigarette store, a train of full coal cars sits idle, waiting for the
kudzu.
Some 28 miles later, “Friends of Coal” signs tell me my destination —
the Combs Group, which provides equipment to the mining industry
— is on the left. Out back, there’s a gathering crowd and a pair of men
sweating over a hot grill. Amplifed country-western music makes it
nearly impossible to eavesdrop on anyone, but I do my best. A man in
a blue shirt leaves the food line and strides over to Bell County Sherif
Bruce Bennett. “I just want you to know I appreciate everything you do
for us,” he says, shaking the sherif’s hand.
Google Sherif Bennett’s name and you can see what he’s been up to:
drug arrests, one after another. While Bell County may be better known
for the pastor who died of a snake bite during a church service in February, drugs is the real serpent here. “We’re doing what we have to to fght
the drug epidemic,” Bennett says. “My number-one goal is the children,
and stopping anything that hurts the children.” Bennett has a redhead’s
pink complexion, and I immediately feel guilty for dragging him into
the sun. “In my term as sherif, we’ve made over 1,000 drug-trafcking
arrests. Tat’s never been heard of before. In the past, we were lucky to
have 20.”
Tere’s a YouTube video of the sherif talking about a moonshining
operation he broke up a few years ago. He’d asked for a search warrant
based on what he felt certain was the smell of mash used in booze-making. But he noted that the mash aroma was masked by the distinct
perfume of hog manure. Sure enough, he found a still and some hogs
and arrested the still operators, whose lawyer promptly challenged the
warrant in court. Eventually, the judge upheld the warrant, ruling that
the sherif was an expert in both the smell of mash and the smell of hog
manure.
It’s probably a useful skill at a political gathering, Democrat or Republican.
While we talk, the chanters are in full throttle. Eventually U.S. Rep.
Hal Rogers, R-Somerset, steps up to introduce McConnell, as he does
at each stop today. Rogers has a television announcer’s clear enunciation
and a stage performer’s projection, and in a succinct summary he warms
up the crowd for the main attraction. Rogers is in his 17th term in the
House, where he chairs the powerful Appropriations Committee. On his
resume is a commission he established on prescription-drug abuse. He is
also a member of the Congressional Coal Caucus. His district, he says,
has already lost more than 8,000 coal jobs due to the Obama administration’s War on Coal. If McConnell is re-elected, Rogers predicts, the
Senate minority leader will become Senate majority leader, and then,
boy, will things get done. (Neither Rogers nor McConnell ever mentions
that the election outcomes in several other states could block the senator’s ascension into heaven.)
“You get a choice this year, and this will mean something,” Rogers
says. “We’re shooting real bullets in this election. If we can just survive
through the Obama presidency and live, we’ll be lucky. So we need
the strongest, most powerful voice….” For three years running, Rogers
explains, the Republican-led House has cut the EPA’s budget by more
than 20 percent, and each time, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid —
second only to Obama on the Evil-O-Meter — “drops it in the waste
basket, with Nancy Pelosi cheering all the way,” Rogers says. “I can’t wait
to be able to send that bill back over there with that 20-percent cut … of
the EPA and its personnel, send it to Mitch McConnell and he passes it
through the Senate. It’s gonna be sweet.”

McConnell (with wife Elaine Chao) at a Kentucky Farm Bureau “Measure the Candidates” forum on Aug. 20 in Louisvillle.

Cheers. Young women yelling. Nirvana.
McConnell takes the microphone and tells the crowd how Obama is
“trying to turn us into a Western European country.”
“Tey want to make us look like France,” he says. Would this be all
bad? Paris with the Cumberland River instead of the Seine? Drape a little
kudzu on an Eifel Tower, and it might just ignite the tourism industry
here. OK, tourist jobs don’t pay as well as coal mining, but who doesn’t
like a sidewalk cafe?
Charles E. Hayes, a retired master sergeant, and his buddy Jef Caudill
are at every McConnell campaign stop today. You can’t miss them. Tey
both wear overseas caps (those foldable fabric military hats) and both
have beards (Caudill’s is long and white, like Santa’s) and both have sizable bellies. Hayes is a shameless firt with green eyes, and he’s a self-published poet and novelist. He tells me that if McConnell doesn’t win, “We
will continue to slide toward socialism. I’ve lived in socialist countries.
I did eight years in Western Europe and four years in England with the
United States Air Force. I saw what Britain’s health care did, and Germany, Belgium and France. All their socialist programs are hurting them,”
he says. “Te only reason Germany was able to last so long was because,
until about 1992, the United States was responsible for giving them, at
minimum, about 25 percent of their GDP.” I look everywhere for confrmation of this fact. I fnally call a library and the librarians there throw
up their hands, a little frustrated with me, I think, for sending them on
this goose chase. Even the post-war Marshall Plan didn’t come close to
supplying 25 percent of the German gross domestic product.
Hayes says he’s been mad about the rise in U.S. entitlement programs
since President Lyndon Johnson came to Inez, Kentucky, in 1963 and
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announced the start of the War on Poverty. “My schoolmates and I,
we were in high school. We laughed at the program. We knew it was
only to buy votes. We thought it was funny that anybody would take it
seriously,” he says.
Tis claim requires math. My eyes roll back into my head as I calculate. Hayes is 63 years old. Tat makes him 12 years old when Johnson
visited Inez. But if he has his dates a little mixed up, his sentiment still
aligns well with the message of the day.
“If you’re mad with what they’ve done to our country, the way they’ve
been turning us into a Western European nation, the way they question
our values, the way they question the way we live — these are people
who do not understand us and do not respect us — then this is the year
we begin to take America back,” McConnell says.

As I straighten up, I realize Mitch McConnell is standing right
next to me, sans handlers. Without thinking, I blurt out a
question. In seconds, a campaign worker, a cadaverouslooking guy normally Velcroed to his candidate, looms over
us and suggests this is not the time to talk.
It’s at this stop that I make the blunder that will plague me for the rest
of the trip. I grab a bottle of water from the ice — one of two freebies
I’ve accepted over these two days. (Te other was a piece of fake coal.) As
I straighten up, I realize Mitch McConnell is standing right next to me,
sans handlers. Without thinking, I blurt out a question about something
unrelated to the campaign — material for a story on one of the senator’s
friends. In seconds, a campaign worker, a cadaverous-looking guy normally Velcroed to his candidate, looms over us and suggests this is not
the time to talk. Te senator asks me if I’m going to be around later. I say
yes. And then he answers the question anyway, even as his campaign aide
shuttles him away. Tis moment will come back to haunt me.
Some busy and meticulous Christian has decorated the
highway to Harlan with white crosses. Tey appear too regularly and too frequently to be memorials. Each is less than
a foot high, and they’re made of white aluminum or maybe
vinyl. Tey top school-bus signs and route markers and fence posts.
Some are afxed to power poles. Te only thing I see nearly as frequently
are signs for seamless gutters. Ten it occurs to me: Are the crosses made
of seamless gutter material? One message reinforcing the other? Seamless
gutters for Jesus? I’m getting tired. I need to grab lunch somewhere, but
it will have to wait. Te rally at Carroll Engineering Co. starts in 10
minutes.
It’s hot in the Carroll Engineering warehouse. Fans do little to relieve
the close atmosphere, and not even young female chanters can rouse
the mostly male crowd to even mild-fervor. “We want Mitch! We want
Mitch!” the women shout. Whatever. Few men join the cheerleaders, and
the sound system is alive with the dental-ofce-whine of feedback. Many
of the men in this crowd have blackened hands and faces. Teir shirt
fronts and backs are emblazoned with refecting tape. Every stop along
this campaign trail has been at a business dependent on coal mining.
Whayne Supply provides mining equipment. Cumberland Electric burns
the coal. But this is the frst stop where I’ve seen miners. It makes sense.
Only Pike County produces more coal than Harlan.
“Here in Harlan County, in the heart of coal country, we felt it the
worst — 7,000 to 8,000 jobs lost during the Obama years,” McConnell says. “For every coal-mining job, you lose three more. We’ve got a
depression here.”
Sammy Smith, 53, and Justin Baird, 23, leave the rally as soon as the
senator stops speaking. Smith says he’s still trying to sort it all out. “I
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don’t know that I’m all that knowledgeable. It may be way over my head
or under my feet,” he jokes. He’s what’s called a face foreman for Rex
Coal, where he’s worked for 19 years. “I keep my boy Justin here just in
case I get lost.” Baird works for Smith. “I’m a slave-driving boss,” Smith
says.
“I don’t know what a lot of people think of coal mining, but I love doing it. It’s all I’ve ever done,” Smith says. “It’s a life. Tat’s what it is. I get
up at 4 o’clock in the morning, go to work, and work my 10-hour shift,
and come back home.” He does that six days a week, with Sundays of.
With this hard work, he’s put both of his kids through college. “Tat’s
more than I ever done. I only got a 10th-grade education,” he says.
But the earth is moving beneath Harlan. “Our community here, it’s
pretty much coal. Everybody has to leave. Tey’re losing their homes.
Tere’s a lot of people here losing their jobs. Tis is the worst I’ve ever
seen, and I’ve been a coal miner for 34 years. Tis is the worst I’ve seen,”
Smith says. Smith’s college-graduate son, with a degree in criminal
justice, hasn’t been able to fnd work in his feld and ended up down in
a mine until he, too, was laid of. “Tere’s nothing around here,” Smith
says. “He’s going to Lexington and Nicholasville, places like that, trying
to get a job. So far nothing has turned up.”
Baird says his brother-in-law, a father of two, lost his coal job last year
and is about to lose his home. “He put himself in a lot of debt thinking
that coal mining was gonna be here, because when he started, it was
pretty good. He was making good money. Now he can’t fnd a job making over 12 dollars an hour. He’s sufering.”
Tese men don’t talk about a War on Coal, but something defnitely
seems of when it comes to safety regulations, they say. “With the laws
and stuf, you can’t hardly run coal no more, because when an inspector
comes around they’re gonna nitpick you to death,” Smith says.
“I can remember when they’d come underground, the inspector and
stuf, and they’d check to make sure everything is good, and the air and
stuf was good, and they’d look around and make sure the mine was pretty safe, and they’d say, ‘OK, everything looks good. You guys have a safe
day.’ Now they just come in and it’s like harassment,” Smith says.
I ask for an example of unreasonable enforcement and the men talk
about inspectors who shut down the job for hours, demanding equipment be scrubbed to spotlessness, and then come back through and
make them do the work over again. Tey bring up the lifelines strung
through the mine. Te idea is, in the event of an explosion, men can follow the lifelines to these safe havens, which Smith describes as $100,000
boxes. “Tat’s where we’re supposed to go in and barricade ourselves if
you have an explosion. But if you have an explosion, you’re not going
to be able to get to it. Tese lifelines that the men are supposed to grab
hold of — you can’t do that. Te lines won’t be there. It’s an explosion!”
Smith says.
“Tey’re made out of nylon rope,” Baird explains.
“In the heat or explosion, nothing’s going to be there. It will burn
right up!” Smith says.
Ten, sensing things may be getting too serious, Smith dodges to
semi-safe territory for most Kentuckians, college basketball. “I pull for
Louisville when Kentucky’s out,” he tells me. “I like Pitino. He’s a heck
of a coach.” Before I head out, Smith makes me promise that I’ll pull for
Kentucky when Louisville’s not in it. I make a solemn vow and head to
Arby’s.
At about 3:40 in the afternoon, I follow what looks like a
detour that puts me on a narrow road full of sharp turns
called the Kingdom Come Highway, which actually stretches all the way to Pennsylvania. Occasionally, I can stop
hyperventilating long enough to realize this twisting road — soon to
grow even more so — is the most beautiful swath of Kentucky I’ve seen
thus far, and that’s saying a great deal. Now the John Denver lyrics make
sense. West Virginia is almost heaven. It’s just that close to Kentucky.
I try not to worry too much about the signs that appear frequently

warning me of a blasting zone ahead, or the big scary red-on-white signs
saying I’m already in a blast area. A sign notes that refective cones mark
explosive charges. I scan the roadside feverishly, but instead of refective
cones, I see felds of swaying Joe-Pye weed and goats looking for an
escape route from their pen and, once, a real log cabin. A scrawny black
dog, not much more than a puppy, dashes out of nowhere and runs
ahead of my car before disappearing into the underbrush. I’m sad to pass
Oven Fork Mercantile in tiny Oven Fork, Kentucky, without a visit, but
these winding roads, and my tendency toward excess caution, are doubtlessly making me late already. Trucks and cars line up behind me. I lead a
parade all the way to Kingdom Come.
And suddenly I realize I’m on top of a mountain. Tere’s a scenic
turnout. Te pavement looks new. Tere are extra lanes. All this should
make the steep grade and sharp turns seem manageable. But not to me.
I’m now following a truck with a fammable-gas logo on his tail and can
scarcely work up the nerve to look away to note the jutting layers of rock
rising from the earth around me. Several times I note the shadow of a
bird fying overhead, but I never see the bird. Do buzzards follow soonto-be-corpses driving cars?
I almost laugh with relief when I reach the base of the mountain. My
destination is right in front of me, the Pine Mountain Grill, the nicest
venue so far on the Mitch March. Or it would be the nicest venue if it
weren’t so crowded and hot. I stand wedged between a table and the wall,
and listen. As the senator wraps up his speech, a campaign worker reaches past me and knocks over an ice tea on the table in front of me, cooling
my feet in preparation for the home stretch of the senator’s speech. It
always starts with a quote by Winston Churchill that goes something like
this: “Churchill was probably the most-quoted person who ever lived,”
McConnell tells the crowd. “Everybody has their favorite Winston Churchill saying and mine is, he said, ‘You know, Americans always do the
right thing. (Pause.) After they’ve tried everything else frst.’ (Big laugh.)
I view the last six years as trying to do everything else frst.” Just out of
curiosity, while my feet are drying, I look up what prompted Churchill
to make the remark and fnd out Churchill never said it.
Te last stop of the day is at 6 p.m. at Rental Pro in Hazard. I try to
work up a bit of enthusiasm for this and fail. Te 72-year-old senator
is going strong, or appears to be, but I’m shot. He could have declared
war on West Virginia and I wouldn’t have noticed. Let’s try this again
tomorrow.
In the morning, I decide to skip the hotel breakfast and
fnd a diner in Hazard. My crack navigational system sends
me to the top of a hill in a residential neighborhood where
a Rottweiler looks down from his front porch as I struggle
with my clutch and brake. Te stop sign is of course at a
steep grade, and I need to get into frst gear and make a hairpin left turn.
Te oncoming car is a giant SUV that takes up most of the skinny road.
I think the driver laughs as I wave him past. I can hardly blame him. I
eventually nose my way to downtown Hazard and drive past attractively
restored old buildings and hope for some place that serves cofee. All
I can fnd is fast-food joint. Surely Hindman will have something if
Hazard doesn’t.
Hindman is an even smaller town, but after I circle it twice I fnd the
Creekside Diner. A bunch of good ol’ boys sit on the front porch, a few
smoking and all talking, and they all greet me politely when I walk up.
Breakfast is good and cheap, and when I walk outside again, one of the
men insists I take a fresh tomato from his garden.
I won’t bore you with all the wrong turns Google Maps then leads me
through before I fnd the rally, in plain view of anyone with eyes in her
head. Tere is a tiny tent in a gas station parking lot. It’s starting to rain.
Everyone is a little of their game this morning. One of the yellers stumbles through her cheerleading: “When I say coal, you say McConnell !
McConnell! Err, coal!” She fnally gets the small group shouting “Mitch!
Mitch! Mitch! Mitch!” as the Mitchmobile pulls into the lot, but it takes

so long for the senator to descend that the chant fades away and must be
quickly rebooted when he fnally appears.
Mike Duncan, a national committeeman for the Republican Party,
gets things started: “Welcome to the biggest Republican rally we’ve ever
had in this county!” Tere may be 30 people here. Knott County has
always skewed Democratic, Duncan tells me later, all the way back to
the Civil War. Tere are about 700 registered Republicans, compared to
almost 11,000 Democrats. In fact, eight of 14 of the top coal-producing
counties are majority Democrat. But in the last election, McConnell
carried nine of the coal counties, although not this one.

Mike Duncan, a national committeeman for the
Republican Party, gets things started: “Welcome to the
biggest Republican rally we’ve ever had in this county!”
There may be 30 people here. Knott County has always
skewed Democratic, Duncan tells me later, all the way
back to the Civil War.
McConnell hits all the themes now long familiar to anyone who has
been following along, and of course, coal remains at center stage.
“Now the liberals will tell you, oh, this is just about competition
with other fuel. Not so. Other countries are building coal plants. Other
countries are exporting coal. Te Chinese are building coal plants. Te
Europeans are importing coal,” McConnell says.
So I guess being Europe isn’t so bad after all. And McConnell is right.
Te Europeans are importing coal like crazy. Te Economist reported last
year that the amount of electricity generated from coal rose by as much
as 50 percent a year in some European nations. But unlike McConnell,
the Economist blames the increasing production of cheap natural gas
in the United States for the rise in European coal consumption. As the
United States has shifted to natural gas, coal producers looked for new
markets, and coal prices fell internationally. Te BP Statistical Review
of World Energy 2014 showed that, worldwide, coal remained the fastest-growing fossil fuel last year, its share of energy production around the
globe at 30 percent — the highest since 1970.
Still, U.S. coal production fell about 3 percent last year, the BP review
reported, and has been falling since 2011. It doesn’t seem a big jump
in logic to see how the falling price of natural gas played at least some
role, as several market analysts have concluded. In 2011 the U.S. Energy
Information Administration predicted that the share of electricity generated by natural gas would rise from 24 percent in 2010 to 27 percent
in 2035, renewable energy sources would increase from 10 percent to
16 percent, and coal would fall from 45 percent to 39 percent. But that
isn’t the whole story. One thing that makes cleaner-burning natural
gas attractive is the ever-stricter controls on coal-burning power plants,
requiring expensive changes to meet more stringent limits on pollution.
Tere is little question: Burning coal in the United States can only grow
more expensive as the EPA cracks down on air pollution.
One thing that neither McConnell nor Grimes addresses in their war
against the War on Coal is its power to pollute. In 2013, coal burning
accounted for nearly a third of carbon dioxide emissions, 60 percent of
arsenic emissions, and 45 percent of mercury emissions — just to name
a trio of its several byproducts.
“Harry Reid says coal makes you sick,” McConnell says at each campaign stop. He makes no reference to studies that blame coal combustion
for an additional 13,000 deaths per year, or the role of such pollution in
asthma attacks or heart disease. Don’t wait for either candidate to quote
health statistics out of some nutty sense of solidarity for the families
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afected by heart disease, which accounts for a quarter of all Kentucky
deaths each year. Tere’s just no defned voting bloc of heart disease
victims or asthma suferers. Nor does the surprising resurgence of black
lung disease in the very miners everyone wants to defend evoke much
campaign rhetoric.
As he has at most stops, McConnell raises the issue of global warming
and then waves it away. “We don’t have to get into that argument,” he
says in Hindman. Tis is starting to bother me. Just what is it that the
senator believes? Should I assume, because his policies don’t take atmospheric carbon into account, that he does not fnd any of the evidence
for global climate change convincing? Should I assume that he views
rising sea levels, a steady increase in atmospheric temperature, melting
glaciers and the disappearance of polar ice to be natural phenomena?
I want to ask him. I mention this to a campaign worker, the same guy
stuck to McConnell at the Bell County rally, the one who shooed him
away while the senator was still speaking.
“You already heard him talk about that.”
“No, I haven’t.”
“Yes, you have. Besides, you already talked to the senator.”
“Come on!”
“We don’t have time.”
I talk to a couple of hairdressers instead, one a registered Democrat
who always votes for McConnell.
“Are there things that the senator has done that have convinced you,
specifc things?”
“He stands up and says what’s best for us,” she answers. “He stands for
the truth. He don’t care to go up against other powerful people. And he
has helped with everything with coal. He is all for the people.”
And he’s good with the Churchill quotes. Don’t forget that.
For once, I’m early. It’s dreary and raining, but the signs
welcome Mitch McConnell, Hall Rogers, and announce
customer-appreciation day. Inside the Peterbilt truck
dealership in Pikeville, I fnd Jimmy Rose, the composer
and singer of “Coal Keeps the Light On,” the prettiest song ever devoted
to coal mining. If your touch point for coal-mining music is “Sixteen
Tons,” you are living in the wrong era. Rose, with close-cropped hair and
a wispy gelled fringe touching his forehead, performed yesterday during
McConnell’s stop in Middlesboro. People got a little more misty with
every verse he sang. Rose’s sweet delivery could send shivers up the spine
of a Sierra Club ofcer. McConnell has been employing the singer like
a crooning political ad. A week ago Rose spoke to the EPA. “I’ve been
tellin’ everyone I sort of felt like George Strait in a Snoop Dog concert,”
Rose says. He even performed his song in the Capitol.
Rose, a native of Pineville in Bell County, gained a measure of fame
when he came in third place on America’s Got Talent last fall. “I wrote
that song about a year and a half before I auditioned for the show. I had
no idea it would be auditioned on national television,” he says. He spent
almost two years underground himself before enlisting in the Marine
Corps. He got out in 2005 after serving his last year in Iraq.
When the rally begins in the truck showroom, Rose climbs onto the
hood of a big red Peterbilt cab. By the time he’s reached the refrain,
the crowd is in his palm, barely aware of the feedback singing through
the sound system. “Coal keeps the lights on,” he sings, and the crowd
whoops.
My hometown keeps the food on the spoon in my young’un’s mouth,
Tires on the truck, and a sundress on my baby girl.
Coal keeps the bills paid.
Te clothes on the backs and the shoes on the feet in the high school halls of
the Mountain Lions
And the Bell County Bobcats on the hill.
It misses the nuance of the whole coal issue, but nuance is not what a
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campaign is about, and besides, nuance makes for awful lyrics.
I ask the campaign press guy if I can ask the senator a question and he
says he doesn’t know. So I go outside and stand with the reporters who
are allowed to speak to him — something I’ve been doing without any
success at other stops. As the questioning ends, I manage to shoehorn in
my question.
“Senator, do you fnd any of the evidence about global warming
compelling?”
McConnell clearly hears me. And for one brief moment, there are no
handlers around to protect him. He looks into my eyes, his lips sealed
shut, like he’s keeping a bird trapped in there. Finally, a campaign worker
realizes the senator is in danger and steps in front of me to escort him to
the Mitchmobile. Close call for the incumbent, that one.
I miss the next campaign stop when I’m led to another abandoned
house, this one with a few old cars in the front yard. I’m beginning to
suspect that it’s not Obama responsible for these crap directions, but the
McConnell campaign itself. I give up and head to Paintsville in Johnson
County, the last stop of the War on the War on Coal Tour.
I can’t decide if it’s ironic or convenient when the power fails
during the Paintsville stop, but it comes back on during the
introduction speeches, so McConnell is at full volume.
“Tere’s nobody that Barack Obama wants to beat worse
than the guy you’re lookin’ at,” McConnell tells the crowd. “I’m proud
of my enemies. Come on in. We’re going to take them to the cleaners in
November.”
Republic State Sen. Brandon Smith is one of the speakers at this stop.
He’s 47 and looks younger. He’s so tall that I have to hold my recorder
above my head to catch his conversation. Smith admires McConnell,
saying the senator’s long tenure has given Eastern Kentucky the stability
to develop new programs, test their efcacy and watch them bear fruit.
“Tat’s really allowed us to pull together,” he says. “We always felt like
we’re not even a part of Kentucky. His credibility, by coming here, has
made us feel like we’re not only a part of Kentucky, but we matter. We
contribute.”
But talk to Smith about coal, mention global warming to him, and
you get a graduate course on developing technologies that can keep
coal in the game. “Check out Doctor Fan at Ohio State,” he tells me.
Liang-Shih Fan, director of Ohio State University’s Clean Coal Research
Laboratory, has a process that chemically combusts coal in a sealed
chamber, extracting the energy without releasing dangerous gasses. Te
U.S. Department of Energy was creating a pilot plant to further investigate the technology.
“For me, this is pretty cut-and-dry,” Smith says. “We’ve got a wonderful opportunity in this country. Energy has never been more popular
than it is right now. Why are we sitting on the bench?”
Bolstered by Smith’s animated tutorial, I head over to where anointed
reporters are permitted to ask McConnell questions. I listen to a woman
from a local paper. “I guess I want to ask you, well, frst of all, good job
at Fancy Farm. Your speech was really good. I know your wife is helping
you out in the campaign. She was at your side at Fancy Farm. What is
her role? Is she going to be a big proponent for women’s issues?” she asks.
After this searching question, I try again to get an answer on global
climate change. I’m even less successful than last time. He’s gone before I
can fnish my question.
I walk out to my car, have a brief tantrum, and head for home. A few
hours later, as I approach Hurstbourne Parkway, my mind a million
miles away from Mitch McConnell, coal, the campaign, McConnell’s
wife Elaine Chao’s stand on women’s issues, I snap back attention like
someone has walked over my grave.
Tere, on the Hurstbourne overpass on I-65, is the Mitchmobile,
lumbering of into the sunset. I think I see McConnell in the window,
lips pursed tight, still holding that bird imprisoned.

